
THE STUDENTS
MEETING OF THE HAVERFORD STUDE”TS' COUNCIL 

Mar 23, 1986	 C11)
Announcements
1) Keys - Well, we thought we might be able to get new loci ' s
in all the dorms, ones that you must use a key to lock.
This would at least stop some of the accidental lock-outs
since we don't have rriasEer keys. Put Norm Ricker said they
would cost the College $90 apiece! But he is slowly
replacing all locks which break with "thumbscrew" locks
which you must lock by turning the knob on the inside as
opposed to pushing it.
2) Birth Control Presentations - The Student Health Advisory
Committee, led by Margery Mazoh has been trained by Mary Ann
Scott on birth control methods. They will begin a program
of traveling to the different dorms and giving a 1 & 1/2
hour presentation on the effective techniques. They are not
endorsing sexual relations, but feel that if you are so
inclined you should get the facts. The schedule is to be in
HPA the week of March 31, Gummere and Leeds the week of
April 2, and Barclay and Lloyd April 14. Everyone else will
have to wait until next year.
3) Sunken Lounge Study Break - It was a lot of fun, don't
worry we'll have another soon.	 I'll keep you posted.
4)Nominations for the Board of Managers Rep. (Class of '88)
close Wed., March 27, with elections Thursday and Friday.

Entertainment Fund
This fund was established in plenary two years ago, but SC
can change it. It was established to bring events such as
live bands and a comedy night to campus. Unfortunately it
has degenerated to primarily funding DJ's, another
responsibility it was given. Well large party fund can do
that, so we' re thinking about restructuring the fund. The
current proposal has two parts a) Five scheduled events a
semester the Entertainment Fund Directors must organize, and
b) 2 events for which money must be allocated which will be
open to bidding by students with good ideas.
Hopefully, they will bring in bands and special events such
as Comedy Night, as well as throw parties in the beginning
of the semester and after breaks. In the 	 spirit of
politics, Xavier claimed, "7P know ever s- , ce we've been in
office there has been a party every Friday and Saturday."
We didn't decide anything, though, and want to wait until
next week after Jon Kane examines how the money was spent
over the past year.

Large Party Fund 
1) Currently it pays for alcohol but not DJ's, if we change
the Entertainment Fund we will have tc change that.
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THE STUDENTS
2) We would like to in some way insure that the emphasis is

CDnot always on alcohol. Parties are good in this sense now,
but there is always room for improvement.

C11)I know we all want to eat tofu at parties, and the new
Alcohol Policy stipulates that high-protein food be served
at all parties, but such food is expensive. Margarita had
the good idea that grpupz. such as the Women's Lacrosse Team
nay choose to raise money by preparing food for parties, and
selling it to party-throwers.	 CI)

Alcohol Policy 
Freddye Hill spoke about the Alcohol Policy at the last
Study Break, and most people seemed to be pretty happy with
it. It must be approved by the board yet, and Freddye would alai
tentatively speak again, in Stokes, on March 31. One
question asked at our meeting was whether drunkenness itself
is now seen as a violation of the Honor Code. Xavier
assured us it wasn't, and with the quote of the week for
being so candid, he replied, "If it was, we'd all be in
trouble." The new alcohol and drug free housing in the
French House was also mentioned. This housing is for both
those who feel more comfortable in such an environment and
those whose may need such housing to overcome past alcohol
or drug related problems.

Gummexe Concerns
The meeting at Gummere was attended by swarms of eager
residents (well not really, but we did get some not so eager
residents to attend), who expressed several concerns.
Muddy Paths - Exactly how many shoes were ruined this year
is still unknown, but the path and sometimes river in the
front of Gummere (not to mention HPA) is a problem. A
balance act along the two logs composing the path is not
seen as an adequate way to approach a dorm. The
administration told us a couple of weeks ago that they would
lay down some wood chips. This would be a satisfactory
short-run solution if they got around to it, but we urge a
more permanent solution. There is a new invention out now,
this high tech stuff called pavement.

. Vacuum Cleaners - Robin Doan assured us they would be fixed
over break, but not all were fixed, and some don't seem to
be fixed at all. Apparently Lloyd and Barclay have a gold
mine of new, fixed vacuum cleaners, which sounds real
equitable. But right now you are supposed to bring broken
ones to Physical Plant who will fix it.
Blue Doors - The color is OK, but the locks annoy two types
of people. Visitors walking around trying to see a friend,
and those in the dorms who don't like to be woken up at 2
am. to let Joe's  friend in. The North Dorms have the same
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THE STUDENTS
problem, there is very little pie can do about it, you'll
have to work out a schedule during study breaks.	 CI)Lounge Problems - Some people want better lighting for
studying, and others want a TV, a ping-pong table and video
games down there. It seems that they may be a little
contradictory, but once again Gummere residents will work it
out in study break.	 I guess people may come for a little

CI)
more than donuts this" week.	 •

Appointments
Film Series - Alex Crosby 89 and Barry Weinberger 89 as
one team, and Jon Bernhard 'es and Lee Forrester '89 fill
the other position as a team.
Three Seasons Cafe - No decision was made, and they reopened
the position

Extra Details 	0
I would like to wish those anarchists over at Bryn Mawr the
best of luck in choosing a President and an Honor Board
Head. I guess they really want to make sure they make the

Housing committee will attend Study Breaks this Wednesday to
discuss housing options and problems.

right choice, and what better way then to run four
elections.
The dreaded Room Draw is approaching and members of the

Joining us at Gummere - Xavier Romeu & Missy Galen (co-
presidents), Richard Thau (1st VP), Magarita Garcia &
Jonathan Karp (2nd VP), Jon Kane (Treasurer), Greg Salathe
(Secretary), Kurt Ryden, Richard Smith & Jesse Yallof (HPA),
Kevin Daley & Rich Espey (Barclay), Joshua Force & Manuel
Suro (Gummere), Stacey Jacobs (Lloyd), Mike Surko (Leeds),
Robert Larkin (Lunt), Stu Brown (Comfort), John Trohn
(Houses), Mark Chaiken (BMC), and Liana Swann (off-campus)

Back at Jones sat Mabusha Masekela (Jones) who decided not
to grace us with his colorful quotes. Well Mabusha, you
missed the SC photograph which hopefully will appear in The
New s.

have a good week
Gregory Salathe
SC Secretary
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there are adequate paths for all the buildings and the mud 	 =Poi
is a result of student shortcuts, or in his words
"cowpaths." They tried replanting grass in those student-
constructed paths, but the signs put up to keep us off the

Maigrass disappeared within a day. So anyone who had a sign
mysteriosly in their apartment, shame on you! Please return	 mom
them to Physical Plant. They will fix the flagstones which
don't seem to form a path made for ncrmal sized human legs.
Also those of you who made close freinds at the tri-college
party the Swats so kindly threw fcr us, are out of luck if
you want to return the favor. The administration has pretty
much declared that we will never hold a tri-college party.
There are only three parties a year where they allow alcohol
in public buildings (Snowball, Suitcase, and Senior party)
and tri-college parties are not one of them.

SC will be awarding several awards to seniors, faculty
members, underclassmen, and campus organizations. 	 All
members of the community may make nominations, and SC will
select the winners from your nominations. The awards, and
their descriptions have been sent out through Campus "ail,
please read them and feel free tc make any nominations.

In the Board of Tanagers election no candidate
received 4C7, of the vote, the traditional standard SC uses
in elections. So we arranged a run-off election between
Shuchi Thanawala and Dave Sandman, the two leading
candicates.

Tnl-Ccllere Guidelines
!issy and Xavier wrote up guidelines for this

committee tc ensure it works well in the future. This is a
policy they would like to establish with most or all
committees on campus to establish both order and
consistency.	 Council agreed with this concern but felt some
of the language was a bit strong for Haverford Committees.
So we tcok out such strong terms as "must" and "will" and
replaced them with the much more mild "should," in an
attempt to establish the precedent that these are
recommended guidelines for committees, not rigid rules.

Large Party Fund
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• THE. STUDENTS
This fund W S established tc encourage students to	 CI)

throw parties of over 100 people without worrying about
funding them. Recently their has been alot of confusion	 Cn
about the role of the Entertainment Fund in relation to the
Large Party Fund. So we have tried to define their role.

1) The large party fund now pays for disc jockeys
2)the Social Director 47111 deal with any problems, this
position will be a separate appointment in charge of the
Social Roundtable which is composed of all the party
fund heads and tries to reduce conflicts and scheduling
problems.

3)Because we deal with all the problems which arise, you
must send a copy of the signed guidelines to Sc, so we 	 nal
can pass the buck when people gripe to us about F.1 party.

I INTERU PT THESE MINUTES TO =OUNCE THAT LOUISVILLE JUST
BEAT DUKE 70-69 TO TAKE THE NCAA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP.
That' s• right, we had a TV in the SC room, and were probably
diltracted from our civic duty to you.

Anyway, Mark Chaiken raised a good point. Small Party
Frund off icially funds parties of 50 people or smaller, and
large party fund starts funding at 100 people.	 If I throw a
party with 84 people can't I get any money? Well, the LPF
pays for parties open to the entire community or closed
parties of more than 100 students. If you have a closed
party with between 50-100 people you must apply to Small
Party Fund.

Fntertai nment Fund
Established at plenary two years ago, this fund was

established to bring innovative social opportunities to
Haverford. Well, it hasn't exactly been doing this. 	 Now we
recommend that the committee throws four events a semester
and opens three events to student bidding.	 I say recommend
not because they can dump all our hard work, but because
money may work out in such a way that they may decide to
drop one event and put the money saved to another big and
exciting event. 	 These events will be more expensive, and
hopefully more fun, than the typical party. A :7, such we
recommend that they accept bids on the basis of creativity,
organization and cost. We don't want the events to be just
booze and band parties, but for those of us not opposed to
such events we aren't going to say no band and booze
parties. We also rcommend they throw the events during the
post-break doldrum weekends before the rest of us get cur
act together to oganize a party.

Haverfest Auctien
It is almost time to once again turn Barclay Beach

HAVERFOREMOUIGEstival since Woodstock. An old
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THE STUDENTS
tradition (three years) at Haverfest is to have an auction CAof exciting gifts from a week at the Cary's lovely Cape Cod
home to a sample of President Stevens' most "dashing" ties.

CA)All proceeds from this event are donated to the American
Friends Association. Anyone interested in donating any
goods or services plese contact SC or the Haverfest

0Committee.

Appointments
First we continued our process of evaluating the committees
already established. For your interest and education here
is what is going on:

Athletic Liason Committee - This committee was revised to
deal with the problems students have with the Athletic
Dept. as well as problems they have with us. Issues
they will discuss include: alcohol on sports team's
trips (they want to stop, not encourage this practice),
the hiring of coaches, money for sports clubs, varsity
statuo for some such clubs, hours of field house
facilities, cold showers are not really desirable,
uniforms, transportation, a student-faculty sport day,
scheduling problems, and intramural t-shirts. That
should keep them busy.

Panel on AIDS - Ray Garman is in charge of this committee.
Their major task this semester was to put out that
informative pamphlet on AIDS. He wants it continued to
establish some policy to deal with students with AIDS
before we actually have to face that situation. He felt
the Panel should be a regular committee and perhaps
should be expanded to cover sexuality and all sexually
transmitted disease. Liana Swarm felt that these
diseases are not a problem currently because most of us
are not sexually active before we come here. She did
say, in the quote of this week, "Once they get on campus
we'll all have a problem." Thanks alet Liana, but you
know our quotes have gone downhill - talk to your dorm
reps about that.

Small Party Fund - Headed by John Bernhard and Chip
Wallach, who felt there were some violations of the fund
for paying for your grocery bill or to pay for a pizza.
They suggested pre-party applications, but some of us
felt this might destroy the spontenaity the present
system affords us. Many members also like the pre-party
application both as a way to ensure that you get funding
and to keep violations down. They kept the money in
weekly NOW accounts, which have high interest and low
taxes, giving an extra &"'q00, smart guys! They funded
400 parties last semester.

Then we appointed some new people:

awl

0
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THE STUDENTS
Committee on Student Standings and Programs (CSSP) - The

position, for the class of '87,' went to Pearson Miller
Cr)

Food Service Committee - Beth Glass 88 and Julie Piwos
87 together will head this open committee. In the

interest of fair coverage I won't use this opportunity
to knock DAKA. F4, .4s it my imagination or has the
food really been getting bad lately?

Small Party Fund - Guy Barile 87 and Stacey Tyburski BMC
88 will head the fund now. (Bryn Mawr students living

at Haverford appointed to any committee. )

1111111111
Three Seasons Cafe - will remain open for another week

Mi scellaneous 
I have had some problems with people reaching me about

the Lunt Party Room. If you want to use the room write to

5963, I should always be in my room by 12:30 at night.
me, Greg Salathe, through campus mail or call me at 6 145-

Bryn Mawr College finally decided having a President
of their SGA might not be a bad idea. Congratulations to
Claudia Calloway who fought a long campaign for the
presidency, I hope she finds it worth the effort. They
still haven't managed to choose an Honor Board'.Head, and
another run-off campaign is under way.

Watching Duke hand Louisville the b-ball game with us -
Xavier Romeu & Missy Galen (co-presidents), Richard Thau
(1st VP), Magarita Garcia & Jonathan Karp (2nd VP), Jon Kane
(Treasurer), Greg Salathe (Secretary), Richard Smith & Jesse
Yollof (HPA), Kevin Daley & Rich Espey (Barclay), Manuel
Suro (Gummere), Stacey Jacobs (Lloyd), Mike Surko (Leeds),
Stu Brown (Comfort), Mabusha Masekela (Jones), Mark Chaiken
(BMC), and Liana Swann (off-campus)

Rob Larkin (Jones) probably couldn't face watching Duke,
from. his home state, be beaten in front of all of us. Kurt
Ryden (EPA.), Josh Force (Gummere) and John Trohn (Houses)
also decided not to show up.

. Well, thanks for your attention,. you can go back to the
business at hand,

Greg Salathe
SC Secretary
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.FETING OF THE HAVERFORDFORD STUDENTS ' COUNCIL

April VR; 1986

Food Service Committee
Beth Glass 88 and Julie Piw as Fr spoke to us,

addressing concerns of DAKA and the committee. The problem
is that people are stealing food from the dining center.
I'm not just talking about taking an extra apple home with
you, people have been7ca -ught. taking, loaves of bread ( 3
loaves at once! ), boxes of cereal and other stuff. 	 One group
of guys, they didn't tell us who, were going up an unusual
number of times to get more hoagies. When some DAKA people
went out to watch them, they found they were wrapping lots
of these hoagies up in plastic and taking them home! This
i sn't really funny, first of all this stealing is an honor
code violation, second of all you pay for all these
freeloaders when you pay your ever-rising board fee.

In addition, people have been taking the plates and
silverware. They think someone in the service is taking
some of it, but a lot of students are helping out. Once
someone decided the granola wasn't good enough and helped
themselves to the glass bowl it was stored in.	 Nice job.
In the words of Jul ie, "People don' t think in terms of honor
when food is concerned. " Dorm Reps will put boxes in the
dorms for us to return any plates, bowls, and silverware any
one just happened to find, lets be honest and use them.

The ever popular taco bar is al so in jeopardy because
so much meat is wasted by people whose "eyes ar bigger than
their stomachs. " They use 110 lbs. of that high quality beef
every time and much of it is thrown out. Don' t take too
much the first time, you can go back for seconds.

The Bookstore
That bastion of capitalism on our campus has caught

the inevitable desire to expand. They have found there is
little room to di splay all the merchandise the sell, let
alone purchase more or even walk. Jul ie from the Bookstore
came to talk to us about it, and she provided us with our
quote of the week: "Whoever designed that space must have
been on many drugs at the time. " She explained that with
more space they could better cater to our needs and desires,
right now there just isn't the room to stock new things.
They have their eyes on the Coop.	 In the back section of
the Coop there is a area of couches. The far half gets used
often, but the half closer to the bookstore is rarely used.
They want to take over that half, knock down the wall and
build an new one out further. Since it doesn't look like we
could get the Administration to build a Student Center
before 1991, this setup will be here for a while. We want
to find out what everyone thinks before we say yes or no,. so
tell your dorm reps.
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Small Party Fund
We consensed to some new guidelines for the fund. You

submit $50 to the fund directors, they will subtract from
that sum 1/2 of the total cost of the alcohol.	 Then there
is a graduated refund system: 2/3 of money for 11-20 guests,
3/1 for 21-50 guests, and all of it for over 51 guests.
This is first of all only a rough guide, creativity and
other subjective factor s.. should be considered.	 Secondly,
this is a recommendation to the director s, they are not
obligated to follow them.	 It was suggested that a signature
sheet must be . submitted to verify the number of people,
similar to the BMC policy and the way our own has been in
the past. This issue was hotly debated. 	 Mabusha inevitably
added his opinion, "Maybe I'm a bit naive, but I think
people are a little less diabolic than we are saying. " I
wonder how many of you agree with his claims of naivete?
Those in support of signatures claimed they were not being
suspicious, but it is hard to estimate the number of people
at your party and it is natural to estimate higher. The
issue was not decided and we will talk about signatures more
later.

Social Coordinator 
We approved some rough guidelines for this appointed

position.	 It will be a single individual, and at the end of
each semester they will coordinate a rough schedule with
Betty Davis in the Calendar Office for the next semester.
They will chair the social roundtable which currently
includes the Drinker Fund and Thurs. Night Party Fund even
though the future of these two funds is not definite. There
were no BMC reps to the Round Table which bothered many of
us and will will discuss this omission more later.

APPointments
The committee on Racial and Sexual Harassment - Only cases

involving Staff/student harassment are brought before this
committee, student/student and student/faculty are brought
before the Honor Council and Academic Council
respectively. We would like to see a two year appointment
of undecided number, and would like to see them organize
discussions on harassment in conjunction with the various
concerned groups on campus. They could al so compile
stories of experiences of harassment on campus.

This week:
Alternative Concert Series, Commencement Committee, Social
Coordinator, Entertainment Committee, Collection
Committee, President's Panel on Sexual and Racial
Harassment, Three Seasons Cafe.

Barclay Concerns
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Although we held the meeting in Barclay, very few
residents of that dorm made it down to the lounge.	 Come on
do these meetings sound that boring? _Kevin and Rich
expressed their concerns, though.
1) Ants - Kevin is trying to get them under control.
2) Heating Equipment - The hot water takes a lot of breaks
during the morning shower rush, and during the winter warmth
is a rare sensation.	 Barclay suffers from pre-historic
heating equipment which really should be replaced or
overhauled, no one really understands why it won' t work.
",) Barclay Bathrooms - These are among the worse on campus,
they are really tacky.	 They need paint, better shower
stalls, curtains which fit across the shower stalls, and
maybe a couple of whirl pools would be nice.
14) Those Vending Machines - They love to eat money and then
spit out a Coke to someone else 2 hrs. later. 	 But the real
problem is that the people running the machines aren't to
big on paying people back.

Lonely in Barclay - Xavier Romeu & Missy Galen (co-
presidents), Richard Thau (1st VP), Magarita Garcia &
Jonathan Karp (2nd VP), Jon Kane (Treasurer), Greg Salathe
(Secretary), Richard Smith	 Jesse Yallof (HPA), Kevin Daley

Rich Espey (Barclay), Manuel Suro & Josh Force (Gummere),
Stacey Jacobs (Lloyd), Mike Surko (Leeds), Stu Brown
(Comfort), Rob Larkin (Lunt), Mabusha Masekela (Jones), John
Trohn (Houses), and Liana Swann (off-campus)

Less Lonely - Mark Chalk n (BMC) was sitting in over on the
Bryn Mawr SGA meeting.
Kurt Ryden (HPA) was there for a while but had to leave for
a Customs meeting.

That' s it for another week. Have a good week.

Greg Salathe
SC Secretary
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